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By necessity, we’ve all been focused on dealing with the rapid changes created by the
almost-instant shutdown of economies and borders. At the point when the volume of change
slows, the shift in focus will turn to what comes next. How do we survive as individuals,
companies, and industries? What will the world look like when lockdowns, by whatever
name they are called, are lessened or lifted?
Attempting to predict the future is a fool’s errand. However under the current circumstances,
the benefits for examining what might be around the corner outweigh the risks of being
proved wrong. In that spirit, we submit our best guess about what tomorrow has in store.

How will we reach normal
Returning to the normal we all know is dependent on the ability to diminish or remove the
threat of the virus. The best way to do this is through either a widely available vaccine or
through herd immunity, which varies in definition but is essentially when a high proportion of
immune persons severely reduces the danger of infection to the unimmune. According to
estimates by health officials, a consumer-available vaccine is about 12 – 18 months away,
which means that normal via a vaccine won’t arrive until April 2021 at the earliest. Without a
vaccine, herd immunity will be challenging to achieve.
That leaves the concept of containment through testing, contact tracing, and isolation.
Return to normal this way will be more of a long-term process rather than a singular event.
Asia has been on that journey since January 2020, and several countries have traveled
through the first wave of infections as well as a second. There will likely be third and fourth
waves as infection rates climb in other parts of the world, and individual countries have
differing success with their response.

Resolve, Resilience, Return
As of this writing, except for China, Hong Kong, Macau, Korea, and Vietnam, most countries
are still in the “Resolve” stage. Defined in the McKinsey & Company article “Beyond
coronavirus: The path to the next normal,” the resolve stage is the initial crisis response.
Countries are initiating lockdowns. Companies, and those fortunate employees who retain
their positions are figuring out how to operate from home offices and dealing with slowdowns
and interruptions to supply chains.
Sweden standing as the exception, the response executed by most countries has followed a
similar plan. The typical strategy includes social distancing, lockdowns (stay at home,
shelter in place, closure of non-essential businesses), and travel restrictions, including
border closings. Whether enacted in the first or second wave of infections, these practices
have thankfully generated positive results.
A return to normal will need to involve the reopening of businesses and borders. Opening of
both could occur unevenly across industries, cities, and regions. No lever can flip us to an
“on” position, and “normal” is likely to return in phases that are quite different from the
desired eventual result.
As we collectively and separately move through the resilience and return phases, it remains
unlikely under current conditions that any easing of restrictions will equal a return to prelockdown norms. Few countries have emerged yet as opened, however, many are starting
to plan for the event. In Asia, we’ve seen the beginning of what easing or ending social
distancing measures looks like, and also what the results can be.
It remains to be seen if the existing measures will continue their rotation or if a better action
will be found that is more successful. Until then, this is the cycle that we have been
experiencing and is likely to continue. Contingency planning for the return to normal will
require a flexible and responsive set of analyses and processes – all likely less black and
white than before.

The Confinement Battle Cycle
Reprieve from stay at home isolation and business closures will be slow coming and must
carefully be measured. There is an initial wave of infections that is now being experienced
across Europe, The Americas, and Africa. Following the initial phase comes more phases;
however, and success in managing the first hasn’t proven to be the end of the fight.
Currently, Japan and Singapore are in the midst of battling the second wave of infections.
Across both countries, lockdowns, or a circuit breaker as Singapore calls it has been
enacted nationally for the first time. China and Hong Kong, after their initial success,
returned to more restrained measures due to a second outbreak that arrived with open
borders and the import of new infections. The Japanese city of Hokkaido gave the world a
preview of what can happen if an area opens too soon. After an initial three week lockdown,
it was hit with a second wave of infections deadlier than the first and forced to reintroduce
the lockdown.
Stabilization of infection rates won’t bring an end to the various forms of confinement as
containment. We can expect them to continue on a more localized level as spots within
countries see cases begin to rise again. Ongoing quarantines are occurring in China in
specific cities and counties such as Jia in Henan province located in Central China. Jia was
put under lockdown a second time on April 1 as authorities attempted to fend off a second
wave of infections. In Vietnam, as of April 24, nation-wide social distancing measures were
lifted, but in some locations with recent infections lockdown orders remained.
As testing and contact tracing make the containment process more effective, these isolation
requirements will pinpoint specific housing developments in a city. In Hong Kong and
Malaysia, amongst others, the lockdown of specific apartment blocks or buildings is already
in practice. These measures restrict who can enter a property and who can leave.

Domestic Movement Barriers
Domestic travel has been suspended either by national or provincial and local governments
as another tool to stem COVID-19’s spread. Countries including Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Australia have banned domestic movements, including domestic flight bans, bans on interstate movements, and shutting down intra-regional transportation. Several countries,
including some located in Europe and Central America, have enacted temporary intra-state
travel bans in conjunction with popular holidays that typically focus on family gatherings. In
countries like the US, large-scale domestic travel bans have yet to be used.

The Future of Crossing Borders
Globally, borders have been shut. An April 1st report from Pew Research estimated that
91% of people worldwide live in countries with restrictions on the arrival of foreigners. Most
of these restrictions impact non-citizens or non-residents, including tourists and business
travelers. A few countries have restricted even returning citizens.
The first border closures occurred with China early in January and February of 2020,
extending to Hong Kong and Macau early on. As the virus spread to Europe and elsewhere
and a second-wave of infections began to hit Asia, borders that had remained open rapidly
closed as a precaution against importing cases. It is unlikely that we will see a quick return
to the relatively open borders and visa waivers of the past.
Instead, there is a great likelihood that borders will selectively open between individual
countries based upon the effectiveness of those countries abilities to control infections and
battle the resurgence of cases. According to a recent Wall Street Journal piece, China is
already in discussion with several Asian and some European governments to permit limited
border crossing and facilitate the resumption of business travel. Details of the talks are not
clear. They are not likely, however to result in entirely open borders, but instead provide
permission for select individuals or businesses to make the journey.

Any border crossing going forward is probably contingent also on the individual’s health.
Before the recent near-universal border closures in Asia, many countries had implemented
requirements regarding testing for Covid-19. Some countries made provisions for the
timeframe in which the test must occur and where it must occur. Other initial provisions
included mandatory health insurance to cover potential treatment costs in the host country,
and payment terms for testing and costs associated with local mandatory quarantine
periods. As we move again towards more open borders, agreements between countries may
make these requirements necessary for visitor and business visas going forward.

Testing and Tracing
Having a well-developed system of testing to identify those infected and
tracking those who came in contact with infected persons, may well pave the
way for earlier and easier border crossings in the future for the citizens of
countries that have enacted best practices. Testing is on the rise, but In many
parts of the world, it remains below the rates necessary to be effective.
Across Asia, the second critical component of contact-tracing has been
implemented. In China, South Korea and Singapore technology has been
used efficiently to monitor people’s movement. China also has implemented
QR codes that identify if the bearer is healthy and free to move around or if
s/he should be under a form of quarantine. These QR codes are scanned at
transportation centers, shopping malls, and in some locations at apartment
complexes.
Hong Kong has focused primarily on tracking the movements of those under
quarantine. A bracelet is worn that alerts the authorities if the wearer breaks
a mandatory quarantine. Earlier in April, Google and Apple announced they
had joined forces to create a contact-tracing tool for mobile devices.
Although there are varying degrees of security and privacy concerns related
to these tools, their implementation will likely enable an existence that more
closely resembles normal while also controlling outbreaks.
Similar to contact-tracing, testing for infection prior to travel or border-crossing
is likely to become a mandatory step in the process for business travel and
assignments alike. It remains unclear if there will be globally or regionally
recognized COVID-19-free certification processes or if countries will require
specific types of tests to be used. It can be imagined that in the coming
months, these situations will become more formalized and consistent as
countries work to open borders to help restart their economies. Visa upon
arrival won’t make an early return, however. Any new agreements reached
between governments are likely to add to the current list of requirements for
visa applications.
How and if increased use of approved testing and traveler certification will
impact mandatory quarantines upon arrival is unclear. In the shorter term and
until broader agreements can be made between trading groups such as
ASEAN and the EU, bi-lateral agreements for health testing between
countries may limit quarantine on arrival requirements. In contrast, countries
without agreements will still require them.

Regardless of how things move forward, preparing for quick changes to border crossings is
still a good idea. When infection rates increase dramatically, we are sure to see a return to
governments halting existing visa arrangements and border-crossing activities.

Life as We Know it is Over
Very few of us alive today lived through the Spanish Flu. Still, many of us have experienced
different forms of life-changing events, including natural disasters, nuclear disasters, floods,
terror attacks, global financial crisis / the great recession, and, unfortunately, more. Some of
us have had personal experience with multiple events like these. There is no intent to
minimize the often traumatizing experiences of anyone affected, however typical daily
routines five years later still strongly resemble ones from the five years prior to an event.
Still, in the shorter term, there will be an adjustment period. Society is likely to have some
lingering fears of contact with others. Instead of people never flying again as was declared
post 9/11, there may be a slow return to personal travel. Wearing masks, which is quite
common in Asia ever since the 2002 SARS outbreak and the 2006 bird flu, may become
more common around the world long-term. Social distancing through reduction of legal
capacities of businesses has been used during lockdowns to limit the number of people
allowed at one time into essential businesses. This safety practice will undoubtedly become
common across many companies during the reopening transition and, in some cases, may
become permanent.
The pandemic has quickened the adoption of contactless payment, online shopping, and
remote working. These were items already increasingly accepted. It is doubtful that the
result will be that no one shops in brick and mortar stores again or that never again will
workers never have desks in offices.
In any scenario, over the coming months, normal will reappear based upon ever-changing
on-the-ground situations. We are likely to see the continued and hopefully deescalating us
of lockdown measures. Movement within countries and across borders will begin again. And
answers to the questions on the exact path each country and city will take will become clear.
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